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Abstract— When doing parameter estimation, ESPRIT is an often
used algorithm. As input, ESPRIT needs the eigenvectors of the signal
subspace. These can be generated by an eigenvalue decomposition
or by subspace tracking algorithms. In this paper, we demonstrate,
that subspace tracking is superior not only regarding computational
complexity but also regarding accuracy, which is due to its temporal
updating character. We will also detail the circumstances for which
this holds and that delay is a side-effect.
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I. I NTRODUCTION
Many applications need parameter estimations. In power
quality technologies, the frequency components of a power
transmission need to be known for stability analysis [1].
In direction-of-arrival applications, parameter estimation is
needed to differ between different incoming signals [2]. Sonar
and radar applications use antenna arrays for tracking ships or
airplanes [3].
Besides simple algorithms like counting zero-crossings [4],
there are more sophisticated algorithms, which are based on
the ARMA noise shaping model [5]. In that case, one uses
the auto-regressive (AR) part to whiten colored noise (when
needed) and the moving-average (MA) part to estimate the
signal parameters. Another popular idea is to split the input
into a signal and a noise subspace and process the eigenvectors
of one subspace. This idea is used in Pisarenko’s method [6],
which can test whether a frequency is present by investigating
the noise subspace. A more general approach of the same
idea is the MUSIC algorithm [7] which generates a spectrum
from which the present parameters can be extracted directly.
Algorithms using the signal subspace are usually based on
the ESPRIT algorithm [8]. It utilizes the rotational invariance
of the signal subspace and determines the parameters by
estimating the rotation operator.
The subspace splitting based algorithms require the subspace, which is generally represented by a set of eigenvectors of the autocorrelation matrix, to be known a-priori. In
accordance, from the input data, these eigenvectors have to
be generated. A common way to do this is to compute an
EVD (eigenvalue/-vector decomposition) of the autocorrelation matrix and to do a rank estimation in sequence. With
the rank information the eigencomponets can be split into
signal and noise subspace. Rank estimation algorithms are

based on simple eigenvalue thresholding, criteria for statistical
model fitting (AIC [9], MDL [10], MAP [11]), the rotational
invariance of signal subspace [12], or the angle between the
ideally orthogonal signal and noise subspace (ESTER [13],
SAMOS [14]). We will use AIC, since it is most popular.
The eigencomponents can either be generated by an eigenvalue decomposition or by subspace tracking algorithms. The
EVD can be done by the QR-algorithm or the QZ-algorithm
[15]. If the autocorrelation matrix is sparse, there are advanced
methods like Lanczos [16], Jacobi, etc. In addition, approaches
via the Gershgorin circle theorem [17] are possible. We are
using the QR-algorithm (which is one of the implementations
of MATLAB) since we are focusing on the temporal updating
character, not the computational complexity.
On the other hand, there are different approaches of subspace tracking. The first ideas were based on the secular
equation [18]. Others utilize the Given’s rotation, these are
so-called plane rotation subspace trackers [19]. The above
mentioned Lanczos can also be used for subspace tracking
among others like YAST [20] or PROTEUS [19]. Our preferred algorithm (PASTd [21]) is based on projections. It is
computationally cheap, updates its eigenvalues each time-step,
and generates the associated eigenvectors.
Subspace tracking algorithms were introduced because of
their low computational complexity. Their performance concerning the estimation of varying parameters was not focused
to the same extent. We demonstrate in this paper the advantage
of updating an approximatively known parameter instead of
estimating it from scratch.
This paper is organized as follows. We will present the
signal model on which our investigations rely in sec. (II),
before we detail the algorithms used in sec. (III). In the
simulation-part, we briefly describe the test signal (sec. (IV-A))
and the results of the comparison in sec. (IV-B). Finally, we
conclude this paper.
II. S IGNAL M ODEL
The model for frequency estimation embodies superposed
sinusoids characterized by different frequencies, amplitudes
and phases. Phase and amplitude can be abstracted to a
complex number called phasor. The channel is modeled by
additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN). In our examination
the model order or rank is defined as the number of sinusoids
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p. Let
x(n) =

p
X

With the ith eigenvector from the (n−1)th recursion, qi (n−
1), a temporary pseudo-eigenvalue yi (n) is generated by
si (n) + wawgn (n) =

yi (n) = qi (n − 1)H xi (n).

p
X

The actual eigenvalue is then updated with the forgetting-factor
β as follows

i=1

ci (n)e

j(nωi (n)+φi )

+ wawgn (n) (1)

(5)

di (n) = βdi (n − 1) + kyi (n)k2 .

i=1

be samples of a measured noisy voltage with ci (n) being the
amplitude and wawgn (n) the noise. The frequency of the ith
sinusoid is defined by ωi (n) = 2π · fi (n). Since we interpret
the phase to be constant the frequency has to be defined in
a time-varying manner like the amplitude in a non-stationary
case. In short for the complex root of unity we write a(nωi ) =
ejnωi and a(nωi ) = [a(nωi ), . . . , a((n − M + 1)ωi )]T . The
sample window’s length is M . Then we define a (M × p)
matrix A:
A(nω) = [a(ω1 ), . . . , a(ωp )]
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M
subsequent samples form the input vector
T
x(n) = [x(n − M + 1), x(n − M + 2), . . . , x(n)] (noise
vector wawgn (n) likewise). Therefore, x(n) can be rewritten
as
x(n) = A(nω)c(n) + wawgn (n)
(3)
with vector c(n) = [c1 (n)ejφ1 , . . . , cp (n)ejφp ]T .
III. A LGORITHMS
A. Eigenvalue/-vector Decomposition
The QR-algorithm performs transformations that produce
similar matrices in each step, which converge to triangular
style. If B is the symmetric (autocorrelation) matrix to be
decomposed, initially set B0 = B. Let Bk = Ok Vk be the
QR-decomposition of Bk (note that the symbols Q and R
are already reserved in this paper). The iteration step for the
diagonalization is given in eq. (4).
Bk+1 = Vk Ok = OTk Bk Ok

(4)

Since the matrices Bk are similar, the eigenvalues stay the
same. The eigenvalues can be found on the diagonal
Q of
Bk |k→∞ and the eigenvectors are the columns of Q = Ok .
k

(6)

The corresponding eigenvector is updated by
qi (n) =
qi (n − 1) + [xi (n) − qi (n − 1)yi (n)]

yi (n)∗
.
di (n)

The last equation removes the projection of xi (n) onto the ith
eigenvector (yi (n)qi (n)) from xi (n)
xi+1 (n) = xi (n) − qi (n)yi (n).

(8)

The new xi+1 (n) now has a new dominant (formerly second)
eigencomponent, which will be extracted in the next step.
When the recursions are done we have eigenvalues di (n)
and eigenvectors qi (n) containing the current p estimated
eigenvalues and eigenvectors. When calculating more eigencomponents than signal components present, the additional
results are called auxiliary eigencomponents (from the noise
subspace). We can use the calculated eigenvectors as input for
the LS-ESPRIT algorithm.
Since PASTd has to know the number of eigencomponents
to be extracted, a rank estimation should be integrated. According to [21], this can be done by first calculating as many
components as were needed (including some auxiliaries as
candidates for new components and/or for estimating the noise
power which is usually needed for rank estimation) in the
previous instant and then let a rank estimator decide whether
to calculate more, reject calculations or just move on.
C. AIC - Rank Estimation
The rank estimation is only described briefly to give an
outline on the operation principle. AIC is a model matching
criterion. The model for the border between signal and noise
eigenvalues is the ratio of arithmetic and geometric mean
of potential noise eigenvalues. AIC minimizes eq. (10) for
a number k representing the index of the last unconsidered
eigenvalue (i. e. least significant signal eigenvalue). The minimum should be reached if the considered eigenvalues are all
noise eigenvalues but none of the signal subspace.
p = min (AIC(k))k=0...M

(9)

k

B. PASTd - Subspace Tracking
PASTd is short for Projection Approximation Subspace
Tracking with deflation. The concept of subspace tracking
implies a recursive approach. The underlying model (for outer
recursion) is an exponential decrease, see eq. (6). The inner
recursion removes the dominant component from the working
vector, which initially is the input vector, until all signal
eigenvalues and eigenvectors have been extracted.

(7)

AIC(k) = (M − k) · N · ln (α(k)) + k · (2M − k)
M
P

with α(k) =
and N =

di (n)

i=k+1

M −k

·

M
Y

! M−1
−k
di (n)

i=k+1

1
(pseudo window length)
1−β
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(10)

D. ESPRIT - Frequency Estimation
The idea of ESPRIT is to investigate the rotational invariance of two temporal sequent estimates of the signal subspace.
Consider the autocorrelation matrix of the input data


Rxx (n) = E x(n)x(n)H =
2
A(nω)P(n)A(nω)H + σw,awgn
I=
2
Q(n)D(n)Q(n)H + σw,awgn
I,

(11)

with P(n) being the autocorrelation matrix of the complex am2
plitude components of the signal. σw,awgn
describes the noise
power. Q(n) and D(n) consequently hold the eigenvalues and
eigenvectors (see PASTd). Now, consider the cross-correlation
matrix (with y(n) = x(n + 1))


Rxy (n) = E x(n)y(n)H =
H

2
A(nω)P(n)Φ(ω)A(nω) + σw,awgn
Z=
H
2
Q(n)D(n)Φ(ω)Q(n) + σw,awgn Z,

(13)

Finding the elements of Φ(ω) is equivalent to evaluating least
squares problem as eq. (14), see e. g. [1]. This is why this
derivate of the algorithm is referred to as LS-ESPRIT.
ΦLS (ω) = min kQu (n) · Φ(ω) − Ql (n)kF .
Φ

IV. S IMULATION
Our MATLAB simulation’s basic parameters embody a
sampling frequency of fs = 10kHz and a window size of
M = 64.
AIC

eigenvalues

rank

samples

EVD

(14)

To get the desired elements an eigenvalue decomposition of
ΦLS (ω) must be done. Finally the frequencies can be extracted
from the eigenvalues of ΦLS (ω) by calculating their angle.
E. Kalman Filter - Phase and Amplitude Estimation
Although not addressed in this paper, we want to briefly
outline the Kalman filter we used for estimating phase and
amplitude. Consider
h fi ia vector containing the just estimated fre. In addition, consider the current
quencies like ej· fs
i=0...p

position of the samples inside the input vector [n−M +1 . . . n].
Joining both equations yields a matrix (A(n)) with one
dimension for the index and one for the frequencies.

T
The desired phasors written in a vector ci · ej·φi i=0...p =
c are connected to the input samples according to A(n) · c =
s(n) = x(n) − wawgn (n). This could be solved by a least
squares estimation of c, but for better results a Kalman filter
should be used. Values for the process and the observation
noise control the allowed variation and the adaption speed.

ESPRIT
eigenvectors

Kalman
frequencies

phasors

(a) Eigenvalues/-vectors provided by EVD
eigenvalues
samples

AIC

PASTd

(12)

with Φ(ω) = diag(ejω1 , ejω2 , . . . , ejωp ) describing a rowshift
in A(nω) (neglecting the last row). This shift also applies
for eigenvectors Q(n) since both terms span the same space
(signal subspace). This fact is called rotational invariance.
Note that Z is not the identity matrix, but holds its ones on
the secondary diagonal.
The goal is to estimate the frequencies (inside Φ(ω)) without knowing A(nω). We define two new matrices Qu (nω)
(which is Q(n) without the bottom row) and Ql (n) (Q(n)
without the top row). Due to the rotational invariance the
following equation is valid:
Ql (n) = Qu (n) · Φ(ω).

The other Kalman filter variables are straight forward, e. g.
the state transition matrix is an identity matrix.

frequencies

rank
eigenvectors

ESPRIT

Kalman
phasors

(b) Eigenvalues/-vectors provided by PASTd
Figure 1.

Signal flow chains

A. Test Signal
The signal will be based on a typical power quality measurement situation. Since we want to show the tracking algorithm’s
advantages for temporal updating we created a test signal that
shows this clearly. The signal contains a constant sinusoid of
50.3Hz@230V with an phase offset of 0.15 · 2π. After one
second, another sinusoid is added. It features 125.4Hz@250V
and a phase offset of −0.1 · 2π at the beginning. It instantly
decreases exponentially as shown in fig. 2. At a later point
(10sec), we vary the first sinusoid to 51.7Hz@220V and its
phase to 0.18 · 2π.
The signal is simulated to be transfered through a channel
with additive white Gaussian noise characterized by a signal
to noise ratio of SN Rawgn = 20dB.
B. Results
We applied LS-ESPRIT based on PASTd/EVD to estimate
the frequencies. The rank estimation is done by the AIC
algorithm [9] rating eigenvalues. In our results, we will also
show estimations of phase and amplitude, which we have
done using a Kalman filter with phasors (phase and amplitude
written in one exponential value) as its states. This is because
they visualize the quality of the frequency in an obvious way.
They show miss-estimations even if the frequency estimations
look good. This especially holds for phase estimations. See
fig. 1 to get an overview.
At first, the results of the simulation with the ordinary EVD
are shown. Remember that the EVD calculates all eigenvalues
(including noise subspace) in each time-step from scratch.
As summarized in fig. 3, in general, EVD performs quite
well. Especially, signal changes like the frequency-variation
at t = 10sec are recognized well. This can be obtained
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(a) Frequency: first component starts with 50.3Hz and changes after 10sec
to 51.7Hz, second component starts at 1sec with 125.4Hz and lasts about
5sec.
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(a) Frequency: estimation of second component fans out when fading out,
uncertainties can be found in area where signal change is not yet present in
complete sample window.
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(b) Amplitude: first component starts with 230V and changes at 10sec
to 220V , second component starts at 1sec with 250V and exponentially
decreases instantly until it is unrecognizable after 5sec.
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(b) Frequency close-up at t = 10sec: area of signal change is indicated.
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(c) Amplitude: Kalman filter estimation is corrupt in area of present second
component.
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(c) Phase: first component starts with 0.15 · 2π and changes at 10sec to
0.18 · 2π, second component starts at 1sec with −0.1 · 2π and lasts about
5sec.

Figure 2.
sinusoid

rad
1
0

Test signal, base sinusoid with variation and additional fading
−2

from fig. 3b. The marked 10ms=100samples
ˆ
are just a little
higher than the window length (M = 64). But the algorithm
encounters problems, when a sinusoid is weak compared to
other sinusoids or noise. This can be seen in the area, where
the second sinusoid fades near the noise level. Focusing the
phase estimation (fig. 3d), phase estimation is corrupt in that
area.
The results of the simulations using the PASTd algorithm
show an ambivalent picture. On the one hand, it is possible
to get much better results for the fading sinusoid (phase and
amplitude estimations stay good for a longer time, see fig.
4d and fig. 4c), but this is paid for by a relatively high
forgetting factor of β = 0.998 (in the simulation of fig. 4).
The corresponding pseudo window length is high compared
to the general window length, see eq. (15). In consequence, it
adapts signal changes very slow, which becomes obvious when
looking at the amplitude estimation (see fig. 4c). Another hint
for this is shown in fig. 4b; in this case, it takes approx. 15

−Π
0

5
10
15
20
sec
(d) Phase: Kalman filter estimation is corrupt in area of present second
component, especially in the area where frequency estimation fans out.

Figure 3. Simulation results by a chain of EVD, ESPIRT and Kalman-filter
(M = 64=6.4ms)
ˆ

times the general window length M to adapt (but still approx.
two times the pseudo window length, see eq. (16)).
Mpastd =

1
1
=
= 500 >> M = 64
1−β
1 − 0.998
100ms=1000samples
ˆ
= 2 · Mpastd

(15)
(16)

Reducing the forgetting factor to a value, whose pseudo
window length equivalent is near the general window length
(β = 0.99) brings an adaptation capability which is in the
range of the EVD algorithm (see fig. 5b), but results in drastically reduced tracking capabilities for fading components.
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This can be obtained from fig. 5. Keep in mind, that a
corrupt frequency estimation can only produce corrupt phase
and amplitude estimations. Nevertheless, phase and amplitude
estimations are still better than the EVD-based estimations in
undamaged area (fig. 5d).
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(a) Frequency: second component fans out earlier.
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(a) Frequency: second component fans out in the same area as for EVD.
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(b) Frequency close-up at t = 10sec: area of signal change is indicated.
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(b) Frequency close-up at t = 10sec: area of signal change is indicated.
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(c) Amplitude: estimations are smooth, but need long to adapt.
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(d) Phase: corrupt frequency estimation corrupts phase estimation early
(beginning with about second 3).

Figure 5. Simulation results by a chain of PASTd, ESPIRT and Kalman-filter
(β = 0.99=M
ˆ pastd = 100=10ms)
ˆ
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(d) Phase: estimations are quite good, corrupt frequency estimation corrupts
phase estimation in the area of seconds 4 to 5.

Figure 4. Simulation results by a chain of PASTd, ESPIRT and Kalman-filter
(β = 0.998=M
ˆ pastd = 500=50ms)
ˆ

It can be found in the figures, especially the amplitude
estimations (fig. 3c, fig. 4c, fig. 5c), that every processing step
including an updating command introduces a delay. This delay
depends on the factor used for updating. In case of PASTd
this is the forgetting factor. Concerning the Kalman filter, it is
called Kalman gain. The introduced delay can be measured by
approx. two times the pseudo window length (see eq. (15)).
We want to point to another problem which is connected to
the rank estimation. Since every tracking or updating algorithm

depends on values from a previous time instant, the Kalman
filter cannot handle temporarily missing input data. This may
happen when the rank estimator temporarily estimates a too
small rank. We had to overcome this by smoothing the rank
parameter. This is paid by another small delay in detecting
changes.
Regarding the simulation results, there are some remarks.
The PASTd algorithm and the Kalman filter are both recursive,
which means that they update their values from the last time
step. When a new component emerges, it would be preferable
to provide good initial values. Since we do not, those have to
tune from zero. This takes some time, as you can see e. g. in
fig. 4c, more precisely the rise of the green line.
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V. C ONCLUSION
This paper focused on the tracking capabilities of subspace
tracking algorithms like PASTd. The fact that these algorithms
heavily reduce the computational complexity in contrast to
traditional EVD is pointed out in literature extensively and so
we relinquished to do that again.
We have shown, that the PASTd algorithm is capable of
improving the parameter estimation (stability) when the forgetting factor is high. Nevertheless, this leads to longer delays
and (resulting in) bad adapting qualities for signal changes.
In consequence, the forgetting factor β should be designed
for adaptivity. The forgetting factor could be constrained by
the noise level and the level of other signal components that
might mask. Since the rank (number of signal components)
is present, the forgetting factor could also be adaptive to this
number, meaning reducing the forgetting factor during and
some time after signal change.
It may be possible to combine an EVD with tracking on
the output side. This means doing a weighted update of the
eigenvalues by new EVD calculations. We regard this to be
too computational expensive.
Since this investigation is a preparatory work for another
algorithm, we want to refer to our next step, a database approach for frequency tracking with the goal of good amplitude
and phase estimations for weak signals [22]. We also will do
research on rank estimation algorithms and different subspace
trackers with respect to the application of parameter estimation
including phase and amplitude.
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